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Summary Background  
 

A summary background of the economic development conditions of the region is 

the first step towards the development of a regional strategy. The East Tennessee 

Development District is located in the mid-east sector of the State of Tennessee 

and contains sixteen counties and fifty-six municipalities. The region is very 

diverse - for example, in Oak Ridge some of the most advanced scientific studies 

in the world are taking place and yet less than twenty miles away in the 

unincorporated community of Briceville there are homes that are not served by a 

public water system. Overall, the economy of the region can be described as 

generally healthy and growing, however, poverty levels and family income levels 

remain areas of concern across the region. In many cases, these are chronic 

problems that have existed in certain areas for many decades but have now spread 

to other areas of the region. The great recession of 2007-2009 wiped out many the 

gains achieved in the early 2000s and a complete recovery has not yet been 

achieved. A cursory analysis of the relative economic health of region will be 

focused on several key factors: 

 

Population and Population Growth 

Median Household Income 

Per capita income levels 

Poverty levels 

Educational achievement 

Unemployment levels 

Median Age 

Economic clusters 

 

Each of these factors will be presented on either a county-by-county basis or a 

regional basis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ETDD 2010 Census and 2014 Population Projections 

 

County 

Name 

2010 

 Census 

2014 

Projection 

 

Difference 

Percent 

Change 

Anderson 75126 75749 623 0.8% 

Blount 123016 127253 4237 3.4% 

Campbell 40716 39752 (964) (2.4%) 

Claiborne 32213 31709 (504) (1.6%) 

Cocke 35662 35162 (500) (1.4%) 

Grainger 22652 22846 194 0.8% 

Hamblen 62544 63402 858 1.4% 

Jefferson 51414 53240 1826 3.6% 

Knox 432234 451324 19090 4.4% 

Loudon 48559 51130 2571 5.3% 

Monroe 44517 45771 1254 2.8% 

Morgan 21987 21498 (489) (2.2%) 

Roane 54180 52753 (1427) (2.6%) 

Scott 22228 21950 (278) (1.2%) 

Sevier 89876 95946 6070 6.7% 

Union 19109 19119 10 - 

ETDD Total 1176033 1208604 32571 2.8% 
Source:  2016 Stats America, US Census Bureau 
 

Between 2010 and 2014, the ETDD population grew from 1,176,033 persons to 

1,208,604 persons. This represents a 2.8% population increase over the five year 

period and compares somewhat favorably with the overall statewide growth of 

3.8% during the same period. Led by Sevier County’s 6.7% population increase, 

ETDD counties near the urban core experienced percentage gains while rural 

counties grew at a much smaller rate or experienced a population decline. 

 

  



ETDD 2000 and 2014 Median Household Income 

 

County Name 2000 Census 2014 SA Difference % Change 

Anderson 50191 46689 (3502) (7.0%) 

Blount 52624 47175 (5449) (10.3%) 

Campbell 35159 33333 (1826) (5.2%) 

Claiborne 36314 33640 (2674) (7.4%) 

Cocke 35950 30860 (5090) (14.2%) 

Grainger 39279 35704 (3575) (9.1%) 

Hamblen 45251 37410 (7841) (17.3%) 

Jefferson 45287 41235 (4052) (8.9%) 

Knox 52935 47199 (5736) (10.8%) 

Loudon 55969 53945 (2024) (3.6%) 

Monroe 42149 37392 (2757) (6.5%) 

Morgan 38767 36390 (2377) (6.1%) 

Roane 46505 43269 (3236) (7.0%) 

Scott 34026 31397 (2629) (7.7%) 

Sevier 47308 39905 (7403) (15.6%) 

Union 38506 37453 (1053) (2.7%) 
Source:  2016 Stats America, US Census Bureau 

 

Median household income is examined as a measure of recovery that the region 

has experienced since the Great Recession of 2007 - 2008. Although in most 

counties progress is being made, it remains clear that household incomes have not 

fully recovered from the recession. The impact of the economic decline is evenly 

distributed throughout the region regardless of the rural/urban character of the 

local area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PER CAPITA INCOME LEVELS 2013-2014 

 ETDD COUNTIES 

 

 2014 % TN % US 2013 % TN % US 

US 41425 102.3 - 44765 113.1 - 

Tennessee 40467 - 97.7 39558 - 88.4 

Anderson 40361 99.7 97.4 39148 99.0 87.5 

Blount 37085 91.6 89.5 35310 89.3 78.9 

Campbell 30473 75.3 73.6 30734 77.7 68.7 

Claiborne 29879 73.8 72.1 29883 75.5 66.8 

Cocke 28236 69.8 68.2 27528 69.5 61.4 

Grainger 29011 71.7 70.0 30558 77.2 68.3 

Hamblen 32328 79.9 78.0 31716 80.2 70.8 

Jefferson 30715 75.9 74.1 30193 76.3 67.4 

Knox 43012 106.2 103.8 41533 105.0 92.8 

Loudon 40084 99.0 96.7 39561 100.0 88.4 

Monroe 29449 72.8 71.1 28259 71.4 63.1 

Morgan 27205 67.2 65.7 26690 67.5 59.6 

Roane 35390 87.4 85.4 36768 92.9 82.1 

Scott 26374 89.9 87.8 25322 64.0 56.6 

Sevier 32350 79.9 78.1 34684 87.7 77.5 

Union 26104 64.5 63.0 27844 70.4 62.2 
Source:  2016 Stats America, US Census Bureau 

 

Per capita income (PCI) levels still lag well behind State and National levels. In 

2014, only Knox County had a per capita income level that exceeded the State 

average and national average. An upward trend towards gaining parity with state 

and national averages as indicated in the 2010 census has all but stalled with only 

6 of the 16 ETDD counties making modest percentage gains in relation to the 

State average. PCI levels in six ETDD counties actually decreased over the one 

year time period 2013 to 2014. It is clear that recovering the PCI gains made prior 

to the great recession has not yet been achieved. 
  



POVERTY RATES 2013 - 2014 

ETDD COUNTIES 

 

  

2014 

Population 

 

Percent 

Poverty 

# 

Persons 

In 

Poverty 

 

2013 

Population 

 

Percent 

Poverty 

# 

Persons 

in 

Poverty 

Tennessee 6600299 14.4 950443 6495678 17.8 1156230 

Anderson 75749 15.6 11817 75542 19.7 14881 

Blount 127253 14.7 18706 125099 14.9 18639 

Campbell 39752 22.7 9024 40238 23.9 9616 

Claiborne 31709 24.0 7610 31560 22.9 7227 

Cocke 35162 27.8 9775 35479 24.7 8763 

Grainger 22846 21.9 5003 22702 19.0 4313 

Hamblen 63402 23.4 14836 63074 20.5 12930 

Jefferson 53240 17.8 9477 52123 16.4 8548 

Knox 451324 17.7 79884 444622 16.3 72473 

Loudon 51130 13.6 6954 50448 14.2 7163 

Monroe 45771 20.6 9429 45265 19.7 8917 

Morgan 21498 23.4 5030 21915 24.0 5259 

Roane 52753 18.0 9495 53047 18.1 9601 

Scott 21950 24.5 5378 22015 29.5 6494 

Sevier 95946 17.7 15982 93570 16.5 15439 

Union 19119 22.6 4321 19102 22.1 4221 

ETDD 1208604 18.4 222721 1195801 17.9 214484 
Source:  2016 Stats America, US Census Bureau 

 

Since the Great Recession, poverty rates have sustained an upward climb within 

the ETDD region. Between 2013 and 2014, the total percentage of persons in 

poverty increased from 17.9% in 2013 to 18.4% in 2014. Total number of persons 

living in poverty increased from 214,484 in 2013 to 222,721 in 2014. 

  



2010 - 2014 ADULT EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA (OR EQUIVALENT) 

ETDD COUNTIES 
 

 

  

2010 Census 

High School 

Percent 

 

2014 SA High 

School 

Percent 

2010 Census 

Bachelors 

Degree 

Percent 

2014 SA 

Bachelors 

Degree 

Percent 

United States 84.6 86.9 27.5 30.1 

Tennessee 81.8 85.8 22.4 25.3 

Anderson 82.2 85.9 21.7 23.6 

Blount 84.5 87.4 20.7 21.7 

Campbell 67.7 72.0 9.2 9.5 

Claiborne 69.1 75.0 11.5 12.4 

Cocke 70.3 77.8 8.6 9.4 

Grainger 62.8 77.3 7.5 11.1 

Hamblen 77.1 80.7 14.8 16.1 

Jefferson 76.5 81.0 13.5 15.1 

Knox 87.7 89.9 33.0 34.5 

Loudon 83.7 85.5 21.3 24.6 

Monroe 71.5 77.9 11.0 11.3 

Morgan 73.0 80.3 5.4 7.2 

Roane 80.9 83.7 17.2 17.7 

Scott 73.6 75.2 8.1 10.5 

Sevier 79.8 81.7 15.2 15.4 

Union 65.6 84.5 6.2 8.7 
Source: 2016 Stats America, US Census Bureau 

 

Since 2010, all counties have made steady gains in the percentage of high school 

graduates over 25 years of age residing within their jurisdictions. Likewise, all 

counties have also made distinct progress in terms of their overall percentage of 

college graduates residing within their jurisdictions. However, between 2010 and 

2014, 13 of the 16 counties continue to lag behind the State’s averages in both 

categories. In 2014, only Knox County surpassed the National level for high 

school graduation and attainment of a Bachelor’s Degree or better. As the State’s 

“Drive for 55” campaign matures, it is anticipated that parity with US averages 

will be achieved within 10 years. 

 

 

 



 

 
UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS 2012 - 2016 

 ETDD COUNTIES 

 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

US 8.2 7.6 6.1 5.5 4.9 

Tennessee 7.9 8.5 6.6 6.3 4.1 

Anderson 8.9 8.6 7.0 6.4 5.1 

Blount 7.3 7.1 6.3 5.8 4.6 

Campbell 11.3 11.4 9.4 8.4 6.6 

Claiborne 11.3 12.2 11.0 8.0 6.5 

Cocke 11.0 11.1 8.7 8.0 5.9 

Grainger 10.8 11.5 8.9 7.4 5.6 

Hamblen 9.9 10.0 7.7 6.9 5.4 

Jefferson 10.3 10.0 8.1 7.0 5.5 

Knox 7.0 7.3 6.3 5.4 4.3 

Loudon 7.0 8.0 6.4 6.3 4.9 

Monroe 11.0 11.6 8.9 7.1 5.7 

Morgan 11.1 11.5 9.8 8.2 6.9 

Roane 8.2 8.7 7.2 7.0 5.7 

Scott 18.8 18.1 14.2 10.1 7.6 

Sevier 8.1 8.2 6.8 5.8 4.2 

Union 8.2 8.8 6.9 7.4 6.0 
Source: Tennessee Department of Labor and Workforce Development 

 

With few exceptions, unemployment rates within the ETDD region have 

consistently trended downward since the peak of the recession in 2009. However, 

in June of 2016, all of the 16 counties had unemployment rates that were higher 

than the State average and 11 counties had unemployment rates that were higher 

than the National average. Although the ETDD region still has not fully recovered 

from massive job losses in 2008 and 2009, unemployment rates in all counties are 

now approaching the favorable averages in late 2007. The urban core of the 

District had the lowest unemployment rates with Sevier County having the 8th 

lowest average in the State. Scott County had the seventh highest unemployment 

in the State but is substantially down from a one-time high of over 20% in 2010. 

  



2010 - 2014 MEDIAN AGE 

 ETDD COUNTIES 

 
 
 

 
 2014 

 Median Age 

 
2000 

Median Age 

 
Years                                 %                                              

Increase                        Increase 
 
Tennessee 

 
38.6 

 
35.9 

 
2.7 

 
7.5 

 
Anderson County 

 
43.1 

 
35.9 

 
7.2 

 
20.1 

 
Blount County 

 
42.3 

 
38.4 

 
3.9 

 
10.2 

 
Campbell County 

 
42.5 

 
38.3 

 
4.2 

 
11.0 

 
Claiborne County 

 
41.4 

 
37.4 

 
4.0 

 
10.7 

 
Cocke County  

 
43.6 

 
38.6 

 
5.0 

 
12.9 

 
Grainger County 

 
43.0 

 
37.7 

 
5.3 

 
14.1 

 
Hamblen County 

 
39.6 

 
37.1 

 
2.5 

 
6.7 

 
Jefferson County 

 
41.8 

 
36.5 

 
5.3 

 
14.5 

 
Knox County 

 
37.3 

 
36.0 

 
1.3 

 
3.6 

 
Loudon County 

 
46.0 

 
41.0 

 
5.0 

 
12.2 

 
Monroe County 

 
42.7 

 
36.8 

 
5.9 

 
16.0 

 
Morgan County 

 
40.5 

 
36.5 

 
4.0 

 
11.0 

 
Roane County 

 
45.8 

 
40.7 

 
5.1 

 
12.5 

 
Scott County 

 
38.7 

 
34.7 

 
4.0 

 
11.5 

 
Sevier County  

 
41.8 

 
38.1 

 
3.7 

 
9.7 

 
Union County 

 
40.7 

 
35.8 

 
4.9 

 
13.7 

 

Source: 2000 US Census, 2016 STATS America 

 

As the Baby Boomers across the country get older, the overall average age of the 

population continues to increase. Within the ETDD region, this phenomenon 

continues true to form - the average age of the region’s population increased 

dramatically during the past 14 years. Led by Anderson County with a 20.1% 

increase, 13 of the 16 ETDD counties had an average age of over 40 in 2014 while 

only two counties had an average age of over 40 in 2000. An aging population 

means that the labor force will be constricting in the not too distant future, more 



public sector dollars will continue to be committed to health care needs, and 

traditional skill sets must be replenished. 

 
 

EMPLOYMENT CLUSTERS 
 

Employment clusters can be defined as groups of interrelated businesses that drive 

wealth creation in a region. Understanding the employment clusters within a 

region is critical to making informed decisions about public investments in work 

force development programs, transportation systems and the infrastructure needs 

of the regional economy. 

 

The clusters drive wealth creation in the region by exporting goods and services 

and attracting new wealth from outside of the region. All employment categories, 

cluster and non-cluster, are responsible for the region’s output of goods and 

services and for a prosperous local economy. However, clusters must be a primary 

focus of ETDD’s comprehensive economic development strategy because of their 

potential impact on the region’s standard of living. 

 

Intense competition and close cooperation spur innovation across cluster 

industries, often spawning the development of entirely new companies and 

industries. Clusters are dynamic and over time may evolve or change their focus. 

As they develop, cluster firms create demand for new types of products and 

services, some of which can be supplied by existing firms while others result in 

the creation of new local firms. In short, the cluster dynamic gives companies and 

their regions a competitive leg-up against others. 

 

Our region’s economic infrastructure must provide top quality support to our 

economic clusters. Important components of the public infrastructure that must be 

maintained are a skilled labor force, advanced technological resources, strong 

work force development facilities, and an adequate physical infrastructure that 

includes a reliable water supply, reliable wastewater treatment capabilities and a 

communications infrastructure capable of handling the needs of today’s firms. 

Important employment sub-clusters within the East Tennessee Development 

District include: 

 

Department of Energy Operations 

 

Since the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) first sited its facilities in Tennessee 

in the 1940s, its operations have made significant contributions to the State of 



Tennessee, its residents and local governments. DOE’s ongoing operating budget 

yields significant benefits to the regional and state economy through the creation 

of jobs and income, increases in production output and expansions in state and 

local tax bases. Even though DOE’s primary presence in the state is limited to 

Anderson and Roane Counties, located adjacent to the Knoxville Metropolitan 

Statistical Area, the economic benefits accrue statewide. The spillover of benefits 

into the rest of the region and state can be attributed to the ripple effect of initial 

economic benefits as well as the numerous programs offered by the DOE to 

companies located within the state. 

 

The Department of Energy facilities located in the Anderson and Roane county 

area include: 

 

The Oak Ridge Office of the Department of Energy 

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education 

The East Tennessee Technology Park (former K-25 facility) 

Y-12 National Security Complex 

Y-12 National Nuclear Security Administration Office 

Office of Scientific and Technology Information  

 

The impact that the Department of Energy (DOE) facilities located in Anderson 

and Roane counties have on the regional economy cannot be understated. In 2014, 

DOE and its subcontractors provided nearly 11,900 full time jobs with a payroll 

estimated at $890 million dollars. In addition, DOE’s overall Oak Ridge 

Operations budget included $3.2 billion in regular budget and $335 million to 

fund the advanced planning stages of the new Uranium Processing Facility (UPF). 

The estimated total build-out cost of the UPF ranges between $5 billion and $7 

billion. In 2014, DOE paid over $83.2 million dollars in state and local sales taxes. 

 

The ripple effect from the DOE payroll and expenditures is astounding. 

Economists estimate that every DOE job translates into 3.8 jobs additional jobs 

within the state’s economy. Each dollar spent by DOE translates into $2.10 in total 

personal income for Tennessee residents. Given these facts, DOE employment and 

spending supported 45,200 full time jobs and created $1.87 billion of personal 

income for Tennesseans in 2014. 

 

The presence of DOE and its contractors in Tennessee gives rise to many benefits, 

both quantitative and qualitative. The presence of DOE provides the region with 

national recognition as a leader in manufacturing, advanced materials, neutron 



sciences, biological sciences and transportation technologies. With its R&D 

capacity and technology sharing programs, DOE plays a significant role in 

enhancing the region’s competitive position in attracting private firms to locate 

within the region and state. In addition, DOE is active in bringing federal research 

grant money to the state and its institutions of higher education. The DOE 

facilities provide an excellent resource to the University of Tennessee through 

expanded research capabilities and academic programs. 

 

Automotive Parts Manufacturing 

 

Within the durable goods manufacturing sector, automotive parts manufacturing is 

an extremely important employment cluster within the East Tennessee 

Development District. Virtually every county within the ETDD region has been 

significantly impacted by the development and growth of this sector over the past 

twenty years. In Blount County, the giant Alcoa Aluminum production facility has 

dominated the local employment landscape since it opened in 1910. However, 

Alcoa’s employment total of 1,800 persons has been surpassed by Denso USA, a 

Japanese manufacturer of electrical components for the automotive industry. 

Denso now employs over 4,500 people and recently announced a $400 million 

dollar expansion that will create up to 500 new jobs. In Anderson County, SL 

America, a Korean firm, recently announced the addition of 500 people to its 

existing workforce. JTEKT has a facility in Knox County that employs 600 people 

and another facility in Monroe County that employs 800 people, is now expanding 

and adding additional staff. Many of the local economic development groups in 

the region expect that the recent expansion of the Volkswagen production facility 

in Chattanooga will spur a renewed increase in supplier locations in the mid-east 

Tennessee region. As the automotive industry continues to develop in the 

southeastern United States, the ETDD region is strategically positioned to attract 

new investment capital and new jobs within this sector.  

 

Boat Manufacturing 

 

The East Tennessee Development District is internationally recognized as a hub 

for pleasure boat manufacturing. The presence of several large TVA lakes in the 

region, especially Tellico Lake, provides manufacturers with a convenient 

location to test, showcase and sell boats. Two major distribution arteries, 

Interstates 75 and 40 are located in the region so the inflow of raw materials and 

outflow of the finished product can be easily accomplished.  Also, almost 70% 

of the Nation’s population is located within 500 miles of the center of the region, 

Knoxville. In Blount County, Boatmate Trailers has committed to investing up 



$5.5 million in its facility and creating 40 new jobs. In the TRDA area of 

Monroe County, Yamaha Jet Boats will invest $17.75 million in its facility and 

create up to 150 new jobs. 

 

Distribution Facilities 

 

Because of its centralized location within the eastern United States and access to 

major interstate systems such as I-40, I-75 and I-81, the East Tennessee 

Development District is positioned to attract large distribution facilities for a 

variety of industry groups. Over the years, many large distribution facilities have 

been constructed in local industrial parks and continued investment in these types 

of facilities is expected throughout the region. Notable distribution facilities that 

operate within the region include: 

 

Green Mountain Coffee (Jefferson County) 

HT Hackney (Roane County) 

Sysco Corporation (Knox County) 

Honda (Loudon County) 

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals (Monroe County) 

Lowe’s (Monroe County) 

Volkswagen USA (Roane County) 

 

Tourism Related Businesses 

 

The impact of tourism and tourism related businesses has a profound effect on the 

economy of the East Tennessee Development District. As a primary gateway to 

the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, the region annually hosts over 10 

million visitors to the Park and its environs. Dollywood in Pigeon Forge (#1), the 

Ripley Aquarium in Gatlinburg (#3) and Ober Gatlinburg in Gatlinburg (#5) rank 

as three of the top five non-public tourist attractions in the State of Tennessee. 

Other tourism attractions in the region include the Cherokee National Forest, the 

Big South Fork National Recreation Area, six TVA lakes, and a myriad of other 

smaller attractions that dot the region. Tourism generates substantial employment, 

payroll income and tax revenues for the region. Sensitive to the relative health of 

the national economy, tourism related revenues have historically increased on an 

annual basis but during the recessionary period of 2008 to 2009; a rare 6.6% 

region-wide decrease was recorded. Since that recessionary period, a sustained 

recovery in tourism revenues has continued. Expenditures increased by 5.6% over 

2013 levels, jobs increased by moderate 0.3% over 2013 levels and total tax 

collections increased by 5.8% over 2013. 



 

 
2014 Impact of Travel on ETDD Counties 

 
 
 

 
  

Expenditures 

(Millions) 

 
 

Payroll 

(Millions) 

 
 

 

Employment  

 
State Tax 

Revenues 

(Millions) 

 
Local Tax 

revenues 

(Millions) 
 
Anderson 

 
115.77 

 
18.3 

 
910 

 
6.72 

 
2.47 

 
Blount 

 
330.72 

 
77.24 

 
2970 

 
17.35 

 
11.27 

 
Campbell 

 
54.24 

 
9.19 

 
440 

 
3.04 

 
2.79 

 
Claiborne 

 
17.31 

 
2.70 

 
120 

 
0.97 

 
1.29 

 
Cocke 

 
43.96 

 
7.75 

 
420 

 
2.47 

 
1.94 

 
Grainger 

 
14.79 

 
2.16 

 
70 

 
0.81 

 
0.28 

 
Hamblen 

 
87.19 

 
7.16 

 
450 

 
5.16 

 
1.91 

 
Jefferson 

 
56.79 

 
9.29 

 
390 

 
3.32 

 
4.12 

 
Knox 

 
988.05 

 
172.21 

 
9100 

 
49.97 

 
23.50 

 
Loudon 

 
53.67 

 
8.23 

 
400 

 
3.13 

 
1.35 

 
Monroe 

 
37.85 

 
6.21 

 
270 

 
2.11 

 
2.57 

 
Morgan 

 
4.81 

 
0.49 

 
10 

 
0.27 

 
0.61 

 
Roane 

 
65.59 

 
9.34 

 
430 

 
3.77 

 
3.38 

 
Scott 

 
10.83 

 
1.54 

 
70 

 
0.58 

 
0.64 

 
Sevier 

 
1,872.22 

 
395.12 

 
19190 

 
100.86 

 
54.11 

 
Union 

 
6.31 

 
0.99 

 
30 

 
0.35 

 
0.93 

 
ETDD Total 

 
3,760.10 

 
727.92 

 
35,270 

 
200.88 

 
113.16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SWOT Analysis of the East Tennessee Development District Region  
 

A SWOT analysis can play a critical role in the development of a regional strategy 

and the successful implementation of that strategy. The development strategy 

should be built on the region’s strengths while recognizing that weaknesses exist 

and threats to successful implementation must be identified.  

 

ETDD Strengths: 

 

Geographic location 

 

The ETDD region is located in the epicenter of the southeastern automotive 

corridor, the middle of the Tennessee Valley Technology Corridor that stretches 

from Huntsville, AL to southeastern Virginia, and is within a day’s drive of over 

70% of the nation’s population. 

 

Transportation network 
 

The transportation network in the ETDD region is outstanding. Three major 

interstates – I-40, I-75 and I-81- crisscross the region and provide primary road 

access to all parts of the country. The Tennessee River provides southern access to 

the Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway and western access to the Mississippi River -

both of which provide access to the waterways of the world. CSX and Norfolk 

Southern both maintain excellent railway infrastructure that provides direct rail 

access to most of the region. The McGhee Tyson Airport provides commercial air 

service to major metropolitan areas and general aviation airports are located in 9 

of ETDD’s 16 counties. 

 

Competitive labor costs 

 

Average wages within industry classifications are below national averages in most 

categories making labor costs an attractive locational advantage for the region. 

 

Low taxes for individuals and businesses 

 

Tennessee does not have a personal income tax and property taxes are among the 

lowest in the nation. Tennessee ranks 48th in the nation in terms of tax burden on 

income and 47th in terms of tax burden per capita. Tennessee also ranks 24th in 

terms of tax burden on businesses. 



 

Reasonable cost of living 
 

Major expenses generally cost less in the region when compared to the nation. The 

region’s cost of living index was 80.7% of the national index and features a 

housing cost index that is 64% of the  national average. 

 

Major employment centers 
 

The ETDD region contains several unique and important employment centers that 

include the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the US Department of Energy’s 

nuclear weapons processing facilities, the headquarters of the Tennessee Valley 

Authority and the main campus of the University of Tennessee. 

 

Recreation Mecca 
 

Contained within the ETDD region are many world-class recreation facilities and 

destinations including the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, the Cherokee 

National Forest, Dollywood, and six TVA lakes. These facilities attract well over 

11 million visitors per year to the region. 

 

ETDD Weaknesses: 
 

Trained labor force 

 

Educational attainment levels in all areas rank well behind state and national 

averages. Workforce readiness is a key issue. 

 

Development costs 
 

Due to the rolling to steep topography and rocky soil conditions in the area, land 

development costs can be much higher than other areas of the country. 

 

Air travel costs 
 

McGhee Tyson Airport consistently ranks as having one of the most expensive air 

fare schedules in the country. This is primarily due to the lack of a discount air 

carrier being present at the airport. 

 

 



 

Rural isolation 
 

Many rural areas remain isolated from major metropolitan centers and the services 

that they provide. Transportation access into the rural portions of all but the most 

urbanized counties is typically characterized by narrow two lane roads that are 

poorly maintained. Most rural areas outside of incorporated boundaries are served 

by public water systems but few are served by public wastewater systems.  

 

Broadband development in rural areas 
 

Although dial-up internet service is available to almost every residence in the 

region, the availability of high speed broadband service is confined to the major 

population centers. Many visitors to the area cannot access viable internet (and 

sometimes cell phone) service when visiting local lakes and isolated recreational 

facilities. 

 

Lack of local government funding 
 

Low taxes may be advantageous in terms of business recruitment but many local 

governments simply do not have the tax capacity to maintain, much less expand, 

necessary public infrastructure and educational systems. 

 

Broad based leadership development 
 

There is a dearth of local leadership programs in the rural areas.  

 

Air quality 
 

The US EPA has listed the Knoxville MSA as a non-attainment area for the past 

10 years, although it has recently been removed from the list. The incidence of 

asthma and other lung maladies is extraordinarily high in many areas of the 

region. 

 

ETDD Opportunities: 

 

Automotive Suppliers 

 

The ETDD region is home to many automotive suppliers and upwards of 14,000 

people are directly employed by automotive products manufacturers. Major 



expansions are currently underway by Denso (Blount County), SL Tennessee 

(Anderson County) and JTETK (Monroe County). The ETDD region is within 

400 miles of fifteen automobile assembly facilities and is 1 hour from the 

Volkswagen assembly plant in Chattanooga. 

 

Boat manufacturing 

 

The ETDD region is a boat manufacturing center with concentrations in Monroe, 

Blount, Knox and Loudon counties. Major pleasure boat manufacturers such as 

the Brunswick Group, Yamaha and Malibu Boats employ thousands of workers 

and are major economic contributors at the local level. 

Carbon fiber & composites 

Carbon fiber–reinforced polymer, carbon fiber–reinforced plastic or carbon fiber–

reinforced thermoplastic (CFRP, CRP, CFRTP or often simply carbon fiber, or 

even carbon), is an extremely strong and light fiber reinforced plastic which 

contains carbon fibers. CFRPs can be expensive to produce but are commonly 

used wherever high strength-to-weight ratio and rigidity are required, such as 

aerospace, automotive and civil engineers, and engineering, sports goods and an 

increasing number of other consumer and technical applications. Major carbon 

fiber development studies are underway at ORNL and commercialization of newly 

developed technologies is an enormous opportunity for the region. 

Data centers 

A data center is a facility used to house computer systems and associated 

components, such as telecommunications and data storage systems. It generally 

includes redundant or backup power supplies, redundant data communications 

connections, environmental controls (e.g., air conditioning, fire suppression) and 

various security devices.  The availability of reliable, high volume, low cost 

electrical power in the region makes the recruitment of data centers an especially 

intriguing opportunity. 

Customer Service Centers 

A customer service is a centralized office used for receiving or transmitting a large 

volume of requests by telephone. Service centers can be based on providing 

customer service, telemarketing, technical support or financial management. The 

consolidation of administrative corporate functions and the need to provide ease of 

access 24/7 to the customer via internet and telephone for services such as 



pharmaceutical, finance, insurance and numerous other products and services has 

placed this sector on an exciting growth path. This sector is a major economic 

cluster in the region with more than 8,000 employees, particularly in finance, 

insurance, sales, technical services and healthcare.  

Distribution and logistics  

 

From a locational standpoint, the ETDD region is a natural fit for distribution 

companies and transportation companies. Primary highway access via I-75, I-40 

and I-81 to major metropolitan areas in the Midwest and East Coast offers easy,  

low-cost and efficient distribution of durable and non-durable goods. The 

opportunity to link highway and rail transportation systems is also an exciting 

development that is expected occur in the near future. The ETDD region also 

contains a primary foreign trade zone site and sub-zone eligibility has been 

established for most counties. 

 

Film/Television and Video production 

 

The Knoxville area has quietly established itself as a major film and television 

production center. Many commonly known television staples such as the Food 

Network, HGTV and the DIY Network are based in Knoxville. 

 

Tourism 

 

Tourism is without a doubt one of the major economic drivers within the region. 

In 2013, over $3.5 billion in tourism revenues was generated from tourism related 

businesses and over 35,000 people were employed in the tourism industry. The 

region annually hosts over 10 million visitors to the Great Smoky Mountains 

National Park and its environs. Dollywood in Pigeon Forge (#1), the Ripley 

Aquarium in Gatlinburg (#3) and Ober Gatlinburg in Gatlinburg (#5) rank as three 

of the top five non-public tourist attractions in the State of Tennessee. Significant 

new investments, such as the $20 million Rocky Top Sports Complex in 

Gatlinburg, will continue to drive up visitation numbers. 

 

ETDD Threats: 

 

Economic contractions 
 

Economic contractions can have an immediate and significant negative impact on 

the ETDD region. Reliance upon industries that are associated with the 



expenditure of disposable income can be very costly during a recessionary period. 

In the past, recessions have caused severe contractions in the boat manufacturing 

industry, automotive industry and tourism industry, all which are primary 

economic drivers in the ETDD region. 

 

Workforce recovery after recession 

 

Reductions in employment during economic downturns can lead to a significant 

portion of the workforce simply withdrawing from the job market once the 

economy starts to recover. This is frequently caused by an inability to find 

employment that provides income that is comparable to the value of public 

assistance that a person receives when unemployed. 

 

Labor leakages 

 

A lack of jobs and a lack of well-paying jobs causes skilled workers to migrate to 

wherever good jobs are to be found.  This is a particular problem in rural areas as 

young people leave to acquire training/education and simply never return to their 

home county to establish residency. 

 

Entrepreneurship support 

 

There is a lack of financing support, technical support and institutional support for 

entrepreneurial activity in most areas of ETDD.  

 

Population migration 

 

Population increases are anemic at best in most of ETDD’s rural counties. Six 

rural counties actually lost population during the most recent three year 

comparison period. The lack of employment opportunities is a major reason for 

the outmigration of people, especially young people.  

 

Low wage jobs 

 

As the economy shifts from being production based to service based, high paying 

jobs with benefits are becoming increasingly scarce. In the ETDD region, new job 

opportunities are primarily based in the tourism/hospitality industry, retail trade, 

and food services. These are typically lower wage jobs with limited benefits. 

 

 



 

 

Aging population 

 

The average age in the ETDD region is increasing in every jurisdiction. As the 

population ages, increasing pressures will be placed on public health services, 

public safety services and public assistance programs. Job skills held by the Baby 

Boomers must be replenished. 

 

Coal industry downturn 

 

Although the ETDD region does not have more than a handful of active coal 

mines, there are two major steam plants that operate in the region, both of which 

rely on coal to produce electricity. As natural gas becomes more affordable and 

renewable energy sources become more prevalent, the coal fired steam plants will 

increasingly face operational pressures. Also, more stringent environmental 

standards will cause many old line coal plants to close due to an inability to 

comply with stricter air quality standards. 

 

Chickamauga Lock renovation 

 

The funding for the Chickamauga Lock improvements is in jeopardy. The latest 

cost/benefit analysis performed by the US Corps of Engineers indicates that the 

cost associated with improving the lock is not justified by the value/amount of 

barge traffic that would utilize the lock. The limitations of the lock will severely 

curtail barge traffic into the ETDD region in the near future. 

 

DOE funding cutbacks 

 

As the federal government budget comes under increasing pressure to become 

balanced, big budget items like the DOE operations will continually be 

challenged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Strategic Direction/Action Plan  
 

ETDD Vision statement 

 

The East Tennessee Development District will utilize its staff and resources to 

actively support the economic and community development efforts of local 

jurisdictions in order to foster job creation, new investment and improve the 

overall quality of life in the region. 

 

ETDD Goals and Objectives 

 
Goal: Maintain and improve the region’s competitive advantages by investing 
in the improvement of existing industrial parks and encourage the 
development of new, high quality industrial and business parks 
 

 Objective: Create high skill, high wage jobs for the emerging labor force 
 Objective: Raise per capita income levels in rural areas by providing access 

to high wage manufacturing jobs 
 Objective : Limit out-migration by providing a pool of local jobs 
 Objective: Provide adequate new industrial property for the expansion of 

existing clusters within the automotive, boating building and technology 
industries 

 Objective: Increase the manufacturing output of the region 
 Objective: Tie industrial recruitment and marketing efforts to target 

industries identified by strategic plans authored by the State of Tennessee, 
TVA, ETEDA and the Innovation Valley 

 Objective: Promote new Foreign Trade Zone subzone opportunities in all 16 
counties 

 Objective: Support the development of “supersites” or sites that can 
accommodate the location of extremely large production facilities, i.e., 
automotive manufacturing plants 

 Objective: Improve rail service facilities and freight terminal facilities 
within the region 

 
Goal: Invest in the installation of basic infrastructure in order to improve the 
overall quality of life in the region and protect and conserve the region’s 
water resources 
 

 Objective: Extend adequate wastewater collection services to areas that are 
unserved  or under-served and are under heavy development pressure 

 Objective: Improve local wastewater treatment capacity in order support the                                        
expansion of existing industry or the location of new industry 

 Objective: Protect water quality by reducing sources of non-point pollution 
 Objective: Extend public water service to unserved areas in order to provide 

a safe and reliable source of potable water to area residents 



 Objective: Develop strategies for consolidation of existing utility providers 
in order to maximize economies of scale and coordination of services 

 
Goal: Improve the region’s workforce development institutions and 
programs 
 

 Objective: Enhance distance learning capabilities throughout the region 
 Objective :Provide in-county access to Career Center programs and services 
 Objective: Support and participate in programs that establish a synergy 

between companies, technology centers and community colleges to address 
emerging needs for job training skills and continuing education 

 Objective: Establish a community college satellite campus in every ETDD 
county 

 Objective: Actively support a regional leadership program for the rural 
counties in the ETDD region 

 
Goal: Provide broadband access to all areas of the region 
 

 Objective: Work closely with the State of Tennessee is prepare high speed 
broadband development plans for all counties in the District 

 Objective: Work closely with local governments to acquire funding for the 
installation of high speed telecommunications infrastructure 

 
Goal: Support small business development and entrepreneurial business 
development 
 

 Objective: Provide financing for the development and expansion of small 
businesses 

 Objective: Develop sources of  micro-loan financing for start-up business, 
especially those of minority and women entrepreneurs 

 
Goal: Focus on technology driven economic development opportunities 
 

 Objective: Support commercialization of emerging technologies that are 
developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the University of 
Tennessee  

 Objective: Provide support to small businesses that are capable of fulfilling 
procurement opportunities for the new Uranium Processing Facility (UPF) 
in Oak Ridge 

 Objective: Continue to develop and expand incubator space within each 
county     

 Objective: Focus on business development within “green” technology areas 
 

 
Goal: Promote economic resilience and enhance the region’s capability to 
quickly recover from economic downturns and natural or man-made 
disasters 



 
 Objective: Identify opportunities for interconnection of public utilities in 

order to provide redundant sources of public services 
 Diversify the economic base by supporting the creation of locally owned 

small businesses 
 Support pre-disaster planning and preparedness efforts at the local level 
 Promote development regulations that limit development in flood prone and 

sinkhole prone areas 
 Develop plans to quickly respond to major economic contraction events 
 Decrease reliance on the power grid by promoting energy efficiency 

programs in the residential sector 
 
ETDD Action Plan 

 

The action plan for ETDD includes the following components: 

 

Work closely with counties, cities, chambers of commerce, industrial development 

boards, tourism organizations and other economic development entities to 

implement the goals and objectives established within the current CEDS 

document. Collaborate with the State of Tennessee, TVA, ETEDA, Innovation 

Valley and local economic development groups to actively recruit new investment 

within target industry groups such as automotive manufacturing, boat 

manufacturing, distribution centers, call centers, carbon fiber industries, media 

production industries and tourism. 

 

Create new small businesses by providing staff assistance to the Areawide 

Development Corporation (ADC) for loan packaging and servicing of SBA 504 

Program loans. Administer ADC's Revolving Loan Fund (Rural Development 

Intermediary Relending Program) and ETDD’s EDA Loan Fund to stimulate 

small business development and expansion throughout the region. Continue to 

administer funding from the Tennessee Department of the Treasury that 

capitalized a loan program that primarily benefits minority and women owned 

business enterprises. 

 

Assist local governments with acquiring grant/loan funding for the expansion or 

improvement of public water/wastewater infrastructure. Provide grant application 

and grant administration assistance to communities wishing to apply for funding 

though the Economic Development Administration, the Environmental Protection 

Agency, the State of Tennessee CDBG Industrial Grant/Loan Funds or the 

Tennessee FastTrack Infrastructure Development Program.  Assistance provided 

by the District will include project design and review, prospect consultation, 

application packaging, project liaison functions, and project administration. 



 

Participate with an education and workforce development coalition to administer 

an America’s Promise Job Driven grant program. The coalition would include 

Pellissippi State, Chattanooga State, Cleveland State, Roane State, Walters State, 

Northeast State community colleges and the East Tennessee, First Tennessee and 

Southeast Tennessee development districts. 

 

Cooperate with Appalachian Voices to begin implementation of a “pay as you 

save” market based residential energy efficiency program. Program would be 

based on electric cooperatives providing low cost loan funds to residential 

homeowners to purchase energy efficiency improvements. Amortization of the 

loan would be accomplished by applying the savings from the energy efficiency 

improvements to re-pay the utility. 

 

Focus on the issue of economic resilience and acquire funding for a prototype 

recovery plan for one rural county in the District.  

 

Utilize ARC funding to prepare a high speed broadband infrastructure 

development plan for Campbell County. Assist two local governments with the 

acquisition of pre-disaster grant funds from the US EPA. 

 

Provide professional local planning services to up to 33 local planning 

commissions in the region. Educate local planning commissioners on the National 

Flood Insurance Program and the impact of development within flood zones and 

sinkhole prone areas. Promote sustainable development practices at the local and 

regional level 

 
Update the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for the 
ETDD region on an annual basis through 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

EAST TENNESSEE DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT  

PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

 

For the two year time period from October 1, 2015 to September 30, 2017 that is 

covered by the updated CEDS, the following performance measurements will be 

used to evaluate the implementation of the strategy within the East Tennessee 

Development District: 

 

1. Job creation: It is expected that the implementation of the CEDS will result 

in the creation of 750 new, state average wage level jobs within the region 

on an annual basis. 

 

2. Job retention: It is expected that the implementation of the CEDS will result 

in the retention of 500 existing jobs within the region on an annual basis. 

 

3. EDA investments: It is expected that the implementation of the CEDS will 

result in three new EDA investments that relate specifically to the strategic 

objectives developed for the ETDD region. Each EDA investment is 

estimated to be in the $600K range and will be matched by local 

investments of $600K per project. 

 

4. Private investment: It is expected that the implementation of the CEDS will 

result in the location or expansion of seven (7) industrial companies in the 

region. Total private investment is expected to be in the range of $100 

million to $120 million on an annual basis. 

 

5. Small business development: It is expected that the implementation of the 

CEDS will result in the approval of twelve (12) new loans for small 

businesses in the region. Total loan investment will be in the range of 

$400,000 per project and private investment will be in the range of 

$500,000 per project. 

 

6. Change in the economic environment: It is expected that the implementation 

of the CEDS will assist the region to achieve parity with the State of 

Tennessee and the nation as a whole in terms of per capita income levels. 

Performance will be measured by an annual assessment of the gap between 

individual county levels and state/national averages. It is expected that 

individual county levels will improve when compared to state/national 



averages each year. 

 

7. Engage in economic resilience planning effort with two counties. Make 

resilience planning training available to small businesses funded by the 

Areawide Development Corporation. 



 


